The Department of Science & Technology, Government of Karnataka is organizing its Decennial edition of ‘BENGALURU INDIA NANO’ from 5th – 7th December, 2018 at The Lalit Ashok, Bengaluru with its focal theme ‘NANO FOR A BETTER WORLD’.

Come and explore this unparalleled opportunity for networking and knowledge sharing in the most sought-after International Nanotech event in India with our profound leaders from Karnataka Vision Group on Nanotechnology, chaired by Prof. C.N.R. Rao, FRS, National Research Professor; Linus Pauling Research Professor and Honorary President - JNCASR and Conference Executive Committee chaired by Prof. Ajay K. Sood, FRS, Honorary Professor, IISc and President, INSA.

Submit your applications today for Posters - Walkway of Discovery, Innovation Award & Nano Sparx competition and be a part of India’s Biggest Nanotech event!

**CONFERECE FOCUS**

- Nano in Health
- Nano in Engineering

**EVENT SPECTRUM**

- Multi-Track Conference
- International Exhibition
- Pre-Conference Tutorials
- Research Industry Collaboration Hub (RICH)
- Nano SparX Competition
- Poster Session - Walkway of Discovery
- Nano Excellence Awards
- B2B Partnering

**PRE-CONFERENCE TUTORIALS FOCUS**

- Nano Fabrication Technologies Part - I
- Nano Medicine
- Nano Fabrication Technologies Part - II
- Nano-Imaging

**Register NOW!**

www.bengaluruiindianano.in

Follow Bengaluru INDIA NANO on

Facebook: /BengaluruiNDIANANO
Twitter: @BioreIndiaNano